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Recommendation ITU-T Y.3813 

Quantum key distribution network interworking – Functional requirements 

 

 

 

Summary 

For quantum key distribution networks (QKDNs), Recommendation ITU-T Y.3813 specifies 

functional requirements for QKDN interworking (QKDNi). This Recommendation describes the 

functional requirements for the key management layer, QKDN control layer and QKDN management 

layer, for interworking using gateway nodes (GWNs) and/or interworking nodes (IWNs).  
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FOREWORD 

The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) is the United Nations specialized agency in the field of 
telecommunications, information and communication technologies (ICTs). The ITU Telecommunication 
Standardization Sector (ITU-T) is a permanent organ of ITU. ITU-T is responsible for studying technical, 
operating and tariff questions and issuing Recommendations on them with a view to standardizing 

telecommunications on a worldwide basis. 

The World Telecommunication Standardization Assembly (WTSA), which meets every four years, establishes 
the topics for study by the ITU-T study groups which, in turn, produce Recommendations on these topics. 

The approval of ITU-T Recommendations is covered by the procedure laid down in WTSA Resolution 1. 

In some areas of information technology which fall within ITU-T's purview, the necessary standards are 
prepared on a collaborative basis with ISO and IEC. 

 

 

 

NOTE 

In this Recommendation, the expression "Administration" is used for conciseness to indicate both a 
telecommunication administration and a recognized operating agency. 

Compliance with this Recommendation is voluntary. However, the Recommendation may contain certain 
mandatory provisions (to ensure, e.g., interoperability or applicability) and compliance with the 
Recommendation is achieved when all of these mandatory provisions are met. The words "shall" or some other 
obligatory language such as "must" and the negative equivalents are used to express requirements. The use of 
such words does not suggest that compliance with the Recommendation is required of any party. 
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Recommendation ITU-T Y.3813 

Quantum key distribution networks interworking – Functional requirements 

1 Scope 

This Recommendation specifies the functional requirements for quantum key distribution network 

(QKDN) interworking (QKDNi) as follows. 

– Functional requirements for the key management layer; 

– Functional requirements for the QKDN control layer; 

– Functional requirements for the QKDN management layer. 

2 References 

The following ITU-T Recommendations and other references contain provisions which, through 

reference in this text, constitute provisions of this Recommendation. At the time of publication, the 

editions indicated were valid. All Recommendations and other references are subject to revision; 

users of this Recommendation are therefore encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the 

most recent edition of the Recommendations and other references listed below. A list of the currently 

valid ITU-T Recommendations is regularly published. The reference to a document within this 

Recommendation does not give it, as a stand-alone document, the status of a Recommendation. 

[ITU-T Y.3810]  Recommendation ITU-T Y.3810 (2022), Quantum key distribution networks - 

interworking framework. 

3 Definitions 

3.1 Terms defined elsewhere 

This Recommendation uses the following terms defined elsewhere: 

3.1.1 key manager (KM) [b-ITU-T Y.3800]: A functional module located in a quantum key 

distribution (QKD) node to perform key management in the key management layer.  

3.1.2 quantum key distribution (QKD) [b-ETSI GR QKD 007]: Procedure or method for 

generating and distributing symmetrical cryptographic keys with information theoretical security 

based on quantum information theory. 

3.1.3 quantum key distribution link (QKD link) [b-ITU-T Y.3800]: A communication link 

between two quantum key distribution (QKD) modules to operate the QKD.  

NOTE – A QKD link consists of a quantum channel for the transmission of quantum signals, and a classical 
channel used to exchange information for synchronization and key distillation. 

3.1.4 quantum key distribution module (QKD module) [b-ITU-T Y.3800]: A set of hardware 

and software components that implements cryptographic functions and quantum optical processes, 

including quantum key distribution (QKD) protocols, synchronization, distillation for key generation, 

and is contained within a defined cryptographic boundary.  

NOTE – A QKD module is connected to a QKD link, acting as an endpoint module in which a key is generated. 
These are two types of QKD modules, namely, the transmitters (QKD-Tx) and the receivers (QKD-Rx). 

3.1.5 quantum key distribution network (QKDN) [b-ITU-T Y.3800]: A network comprised of 

two or more quantum key distribution (QKD) nodes connected through QKD links.  

NOTE – A QKDN allows sharing keys between the QKD nodes by key relay when they are not directly 
connected by a QKD link. 
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3.1.6 quantum key distribution network controller (QKDN controller) [b-ITU-T Y.3800]: A 

functional module, which is located in a quantum key distribution (QKD) network control layer to 

control a QKD network.  

3.1.7 quantum key distribution network manager (QKDN manager) [b-ITU-T Y.3800]: A 

functional module, which is located in a quantum key distribution (QKD) network management layer 

to monitor and manage a QKD network.  

3.1.8 quantum key distribution node (QKD node) [b-ITU-T Y.3800]: A node that contains one 

or more quantum key distribution (QKD) modules protected against intrusion and attacks by 

unauthorized parties. 

NOTE – A QKD node can contain a key manager (KM). 

3.2 Terms defined in this Recommendation 

None. 

4 Abbreviations and acronyms 

This Recommendation uses the following abbreviations and acronyms: 

GWF  Gateway Function 

GWN  Gateway Node 

IWF  Interworking Function 

IWN  Interworking Node 

KM  Key manager 

OTP  One-time pad encryption 

QBER  Quantum Bit Error Rate 

QKD  Quantum Key Distribution 

QKDN  QKD Network 

QKDNi  QKDN interworking 

5 Conventions 

In this Recommendation: 

The keywords ''is required to'' indicate a requirement which must be strictly followed and from which 

no deviation is permitted if conformance with this Recommendation is to be claimed. 

The keywords ''is recommended'' indicate a requirement which is recommended but which is not 

absolutely required. Thus, this requirement need not be present to claim conformance. 

6 Introduction 

The functional requirements for QKDNi are specified in order to meet QKDNi capabilities and the 

layer structure described in [ITU-T Y.3810].  

This Recommendation specifies the functional requirements for QKDNi using gateway nodes 

(GWNs) and interworking nodes (IWNs) as specified in [ITU-T Y.3810]. The functional 

requirements are defined for the key management layer, QKDN control layer and QKDN 

management layer.  
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Based on the functions (i.e., gateway function (GWF) and interworking function (IWF)) and the 

reference models for QKDNi specified in [ITU-T Y.3810], keys can be relayed between GWNs, and 

keys can be transferred in the IWN. 

7 Functional requirements for the key management layer 

7.1 Key management layer requirements for QKDNi 

Req_KM 1. The key management layers of interworking QKDNs are required to receive keys from 

their own QKD module(s). 

Req_KM 2. The key management layers of interworking QKDNs are recommended to receive status 

information of the interworking QKD module(s). 

Req_KM 3. The key management layers of interworking QKDNs are recommended to exchange key 

metadata between QKDNs, such as key ID, QKD module ID and key generation date. 

Req_KM 4. The key management layers of interworking QKDNs are recommended to share key 

management information between QKDNs. 

NOTE – Information on key management may include information such as to which KM the key is transferred, 
timestamp, the cryptographic application to which the key is supplied, shared key number of a KM link, key 
consumption rate, KM link status, accounting and alarm on fault. 

7.2 Key management layer requirements for QKDNi with GWNs  

Req_KM 5. The key management layers of interworking QKDNs are required to support key relays 

between GWNs. 

NOTE – Secure key relay with OTP encryption between GWNs is defined in [ITU-T Y.3810]. 

7.3 Key management layer requirements for QKDNi with IWNs 

Req_KM 6. The key management layers of interworking QKDNs are required to support key 

transfers in the IWN. 

NOTE – Secure key transfer in the IWN is defined in [ITU-T Y.3810]. 

8 Functional requirements for the QKDN control layer 

8.1 QKDN control layer for QKDNi 

Req_C 1. The QKDN control layers of interworking QKDNs are recommended to share QKDN 

control information between QKDNs. 

NOTE – QKDN control information on QKDN control layer may include routeing control information, session 
control information, authentication control information and quality of service (QoS) policy control 
information.  

Req_C 2. The QKDN control layers of interworking QKDNs are recommended to provide 

charging policy control between QKDNs. 

Req_C 3. The QKDN control layers of interworking QKDNs are recommended to support access 

control to perform authentication. 

NOTE – The authentication between QKDNs can be based on their certificates. 

Req_C 4. The QKDN control layers of interworking QKDNs are recommended to exchange 

QKDN routeing control information to support the interworking route. 

NOTE – QKDN routeing control information may include QKD node addresses, KM IDs, key consumption 
rate and residual number of keys from the KMs. 
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Req_C 5. The QKDN control layers of interworking QKDNs are recommended to work together 

to provide routeing control for interworking. 

8.2 QKDN control layer for QKDNi with GWNs 

Req_C 6. The QKDN control layers of interworking QKDNs are recommended to provide session 

control to relay the key between GWNs. 

NOTE – The session in GWN is the communication to relay the key between QKDNs.  

8.3 QKDN control layer for QKDNi with IWNs 

Req_C 7. The QKDN control layers of interworking QKDNs are recommended to provide session 

control to transfer the key in the IWN. 

NOTE – Keys can then be transferred between two KMs through Kxi' within the secure operational 

environment of the IWN, and an IWN might contain multiple KMs. 

9 Functional requirements for QKDN management layer 

NOTE – [ITU-T Y.3810] has defined that network topologies and technology are not usually disclosed to other 
QKDN providers even in interworking cases, and that interworking interfaces are strictly prohibited to transfer 
unauthorized information. 

9.1 QKDN management layer for QKDNi 

Req_M 1. The QKDN management layers of interworking QKDNs are recommended to provide 

configuration management to support: 

– managing of resource provisioning between QKDNs. 

Req_M 2. The QKDN management layers of interworking QKDNs are recommended to provide 

fault management to support: 

– capabilities of monitoring, detecting and diagnosing between QKDNs; 

– management of failure resolving policies, and interactions with relevant functional 

components for healing actions between QKDNs. 

Req_M 3. The QKDN management layers of interworking QKDNs are recommended to provide 

accounting management to support: 

– key supply services and their policies between QKDNs; 

– costs determination of key usage between QKDNs. 

Req_M 4. The QKDN management layers of interworking QKDNs are recommended to provide 

performance management to support: 

– monitoring and analysing the performance status of QKDNi; 

– analysing the QKDN performance information collected/received from QKDNi; 

– quality of service (QoS) of key supply between QKDNs. 

Req_M 5. The QKDN management layers of interworking QKDNs are recommended to provide 

security management to support: 

– collecting/receiving security related management information between QKDNs; 

– management of authentication and authorization between QKDNs; 

– the key life cycle management between QKDNs. 

Req_M 6. The QKDN management layers of interworking QKDNs can optionally share status 

information. 
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NOTE – Status information shared between QKDNs may include information such as quantum bit error rate 

(QBER), key rate and QKD link status. 

Req_M 7. The QKDN management layers of interworking QKDNs are recommended to provide 

configuration management to support: 

– routeing and rerouteing for interworking. 

Req_M 8. The QKDN management layers of interworking QKDNs are recommended to provide 

fault management to support: 

– routeing and rerouteing for interworking as needed in case of the faults. 

10 Security considerations 

In order to mitigate security threats and potential attacks issues of, for example, confidentiality, 

integrity, authenticity, non-repudiation, availability and traceability need to be addressed, and 

appropriate security and privacy protection schemes should be considered in the QKDN, the user 

network and the interfaces between the two networks. Details are outside the scope of this 

Recommendation. 
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